Read:-
5. Provisional Affiliation Letter issued to JYOTHI ENGINEERING COLLEGE, JYOTHI HILLS, PANJAL ROAD THRISSUR vide No:KTU/A/593/2015 Dated, Thrivananthapuram, 15/05/2015.

ORDER

In exercise of the Power under Section 60 of the APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University Act 2015 (Act 17 of 2015) , and various other Ordinance, Regulations and Notifications in respect of granting or rejection of affiliation/extension of affiliation of the Institution/Courses, the following orders are issued:

The, JYOTHI ENGINEERING COLLEGE vide reference read as 4th above submitted the application seeking affiliation/extension of affiliation of programs for the Academic Year 2016-2017.

As per ref cited 5th above provisional affiliation was granted to you for the academic year 2015-2016 and it was mentioned in the provisional affiliation order that the provisional affiliation shall be for the academic year 2015-2016 or till further orders of the University.

The Applications submitted by the institution vide reference read as 4th above seeking affiliation of programs approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) for the Academic Year 2016-17 was considered by the University along with other reports collected by the University.

The University has decided to grant provisional affiliation / extension of Provisional Affiliation to the JYOTHI ENGINEERING COLLEGE, JYOTHI HILLS, PANJAL ROAD THRISSUR for conducting following programs with the approved intake as below for the Academic Year 2016-17.
The provisional affiliation shall be for the academic year 2016-17 or till further orders of the University and the provisional affiliation granted here is subject to the following conditions.

i. Verification of facts submitted by the institution in the e-Gov platform by the University.

ii. The Institution shall remit the affiliation fee of Rs.700000.00 by way of online payment through institute portal within 15 days from the date of this Order.

iii. The Institution shall observe the Clause 60 (2) of the Act establishing the APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University, the norms and standards prescribed by the AICTE in the Approval Process Handbook 2016-2017, and the guidelines by the University from time to time and the undertaking / affidavit given by the institution along with the application submitted by the institution on portal.

iv. Strict compliance of Anti-Ragging Regulation notified vide F.No.37-3/Legal/AICTE/2009 Dated July 1,2009 for Prevention, and Prohibition of Ragging in Technical Institution /UGC regulations. In case Institution fails to take adequate steps to prevent Ragging or fails to punish perpetrators or incidents of Ragging, it will be liable to take any action as defined under clause 9(4) of the said Regulation.

Non-compliance with any of the conditions will result in the withdrawal of the affiliation without any notice.
To,

1. The Principal, JYOTHI ENGINEERING COLLEGE, JYOTHI HILLS, PANJAL ROAD, THRISSUR.
2. The Chairman, THRISSUR EDUCATIONAL TRUST, JYOTHI HILLS, PANJAL ROAD, THRISSUR.
3. PS to Honble Vice Chancellor.
4. PS to Honble Pro Vice Chancellor.
5. The Secretary, Higher Education Department, Govt Secretariate, Govt of Kerala.
6. The Commissioner for Entrance Examinations, Housing Board Jn, Thiruvananthapuram.
7. Member Secretary, AICTE, New Delhi.
8. PA to Registrar.
9. Academic Section.

* This is a computer system generated letter. Hence there is no need for a physical signature.